Non-apoptotic chromosome condensation induced by stress: delineation of interchromosomal spaces.
Chromosomes are known to occupy distinct territories, suggesting the existence of definite borders. Visualization of these borders requires chromatin condensation like that seen in prophase cells. We developed a novel method to induce chromosome condensation in all cells regardless of cell cycle stage using a complex set of stresses. The cells were not apoptotic, as indicated by the absence of DNA damage, maintenance of the intact lamina and scaffold attachment factor A, and by the continuation of metabolic processes as well as proliferative capacity. That the appearance of chromosome condensation did not represent a premature mitotic event was shown by the absence of fibrillarin and Ki67 envelopment of chromosomes, continued protein synthesis and the reversibility of chromosome condensation. That chromosome condensation was achieved was demonstrated by the removal of chromatin from the nuclear envelope and chromosome painting. Specific genetic sites known to be at the surface of chromosomes retained their positions as shown by in situ hybridization. Stress-induced chromosome condensation was used to prove that specific nuclear domains such as ND10 are interchromosomally located and that green fluorescent protein-tagged ND10-associated proteins are useful markers for chromosomal boundaries after adenovirus 5 track formation in vivo. From these observations we conclude that chromosomal territories appear to have boundaries that exclude developing macromolecular aggregates.